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Abstract— The paper takes Operator System Course Website for an example to discuss the important contents and problems in particular during the development of excellent course website. Also, some methods and advice are offered for website construction in four aspects, such as the preparation, web site system design, technology and website update and maintenance. Based on B/S structure this paper have designed and developed a Course Website by using the technology of the Java, Jsp and Sql server2008 database. (Abstract)
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a highly developed information network era, the course website construction plays an important role in University Teaching. It enhances the interaction between students and schools, and strengthen the communication between students and teachers and students to exchange and discussion, and provides a platform for the exchange of teaching and learning and for shared resource.

For the website building course, foreign universities and domestic different, they have a more comprehensive and stable technical team to provide service and technical support. However, the domestic university informatization construction started relatively late. In the process of gradual application of Digital campus theory, On the one hand, the major colleges and universities continue to invest the construction of hardware, software and network system, on the other hand they also develop the implementation of teaching, research, and office management system etc. Finally, a certain scale of informatization construction system has been formed. Compared with foreign countries, the information management system of domestic colleges and universities have a certain gap, on the "institutional settings" and "planning system".

In recent years, with the rapid development of multimedia technology and network technology, the network curriculum unusually fiery. From a large number of domestic literature we can see that The domestic network course although the quantity rapid growth, quality has greatly improved, but still exist many problems in the design. Especially the network curriculum design is a mere formality, some course content is relatively empty, and they are not on the whole course of unified planning according to the teaching goal, so it is impossible to discussion and problem solving learning for learners. Therefore, it is necessary to make research on the design of network course, and establish a set of network curriculum model including the design idea and development process. To develop a website system plays an important role in improving teaching quality and teaching capacity.

II. THE OVERALL DESIGN OF THE SOFTWARE

At present, the object of the operating system course website is the teachers and students. Adopting Jsp platform technology based on eclipse and Sql Sever2007 database, three - tiered architecture for witeside system is developed. Teaching website of the operating system includes five modules, namely the login module, module teaching resources, curriculum operation module, communication module, browsing module. This system has set up four permissions, and they are administrators, teachers, students and tourists. This system contact surface is simple direct - viewing, simplify operation and use, and interactive is strong.

A. Integrated management system structure

According to the website of the demand analysis to illustrate, the research group used the "modular design method" in developing the website of the operating system, including some static page. Static page is achieved through hyperlinks, including: introduction of college, teaching resources, curriculum schedule, and other courses. Through these links, students can understand the school situation, and understand the teaching resources of the website.

Based on B/S structure of the operating system teaching website in My Eclipse development environment, based on the J2EE platform, using JSP web programming languages and Struts framework and MySQL database to complete the B/S model of library management system. The software adopts JSP to develop friendly and beautiful interface, easy for users to understand, operation. Using MySQL database management system, it can handle large amounts of data, maintain data integrity, security, at the same time.

The design of classroom teaching module. The module can make the students like in the classroom, browse the slides, accept the learning guidance, courses, and can be carried out in class exercises, self-testing learning effect, leak turnover.

Download courseware is a very useful modules, conditional students can download on the computer, for their
study at ordinary times. An effective complement of the teacher in class teaching.

Problem of communication is to understand the student's opinion and the suggestion of a very effective way. Is also a platform for the communication of teacher and student, the student can put forward to the teacher about learning problems, the teacher can also answer to these questions. Make teachers and students have more communication opportunities and space.

Performance management is a very complicated module, divided into multi-stage administrators and users. Have login detection, retrieve password, cancellation of account. For different permissions users into a different interface, performance management.

Other module is the most common site features, such as: blogroll, campus landscape, etc.

B. Background management system structure

In view of the web site of a variety of resources, needs to be updated in a timely manner, can maintain the usefulness of website. So I need updating resources administrators. As a result of the news center news approach is to link, so just update links. Updating background information to other modules. And online FAQ module, the spare time is too long of question and answer, to delete. Overall function module chart is shown in figure 1.

C. Coursework module

Coursework module mainly is the teacher through login to add assignments, set and passing time, corrects students' papers, work, etc. Students can view the homework after the login details, submit assignments, modify the assignments, etc. Teacher is modified, students can see their homework.

Homework release system and resource release system on the data structure is similar, but front desk performance in the form of different, so you can put the two system unified design, teachers can be released to upload your homework, students can download ready and you can submit your homework assignments, administrators and teachers have management job and delete previously published job right.

D. Problem of communication module

This website system problem of communication is similar to a simple BBS, BBS functions, general websites have only through message staff can know they do good or bad, to do their work well through the log in first message of the page. The user shall be carried out in accordance with the interface message and submit.

This page by severser2008 SQL database with JDBC connection, the message of the each content added to the message in the table in the database, let the webmaster to look at it. This page below to connect to the database using the method is to use the use bean call JavaBean. The administrator can manage to leave a message.

After clicking links jump into action, and call the inside of the list () method, and then return the result set, according to the JSP page. Every page according to post a list of the five elements, and can be paged, click on the name to view a detailed list of posts. Click to view the post a list of names, can appear to view the posts of detailed information, including each of the posts and recovery time. The login user can to delete the posts by their reply.
According to the above post specific information, click on the right of reply, there will be a return card page, users will be able to reply to the current post, after the success of the reply will show this list in detail, and carried out in accordance with the recovery time has been arranged, which just finished hair will be displayed on the top.

E. Visitors to browse module

Visitors to browse the main page is all to see the course website all the information, but can't download and upload, etc. Can only view cannot be modified. Which is to check the announcements, anyone can browse, and can be carried out in accordance with the title of fuzzy query, etc. Click on the course information will be shown first teachers, click on the left side of the teachers style also can appear the list, click on the teachers name in displays detailed information.

IV. CONCLUSION

Through three semester application and popularization of the site, optimize the teaching process, improve the students' innovation ability, improve the teachers' ability. By constructing the operating system teaching platform, to promote students' autonomous learning, cooperative learning, inquiry-based learning has a long-term significance, to the cultivation of innovative talents has played a very important positive role.
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